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Abstra t

Probabilisti DFA inferen e is the problem of
indu ing a sto hasti regular grammar from
a positive sample of an unknown language.
The ALERGIA algorithm is one of the most
su essful approa hes to this problem. In
the present work we review this algorithm
and explain why its generalization riterion,
a state merging operation, is purely lo al.
This hara teristi leads to the on lusion
that there is no expli it way to bound the
divergen e between the distribution dened
by the solution and the training set distribution (that is, to ontrol globally the generalization from the training sample). In this
paper we present an alternative approa h,
the MDI algorithm, in whi h the solution
is a probabilisti automaton that trades o
minimal divergen e from the training sample and minimal size. An e ient omputation of the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e between two probabilisti DFAs is des ribed,
from whi h the new learning riterion is derived. Empiri al results in the domain of language model onstru tion for a travel information task show that the MDI algorithm
signi antly outperforms ALERGIA.

1. Introdu tion

The problem of infering a formal grammar from a nite set of positive and negative examples of an unknown language has been extensively studied (Sakakibara, 1997; Honavar & Slutzki, 1998). In the identi ation in the limit framework, Gold (1967) shows
that negative examples are required even for learning
the lass of regular languages, or equivalently for indu ing deterministi nite automata (DFAs). When
training data in ludes negative examples, the regular

positive and negative inferen e (RPNI) algorithm an
be used (On ina & Gar ía, 1992). This algorithm was
proven to identify in the limit the lass of regular languages. Moreover the lass of simple DFAs is polynomially learnable under the simple PAC learning model
using the same algorithm (Parekh & Honavar, 1999).
Negative information, however, is not always available
in pra ti al domains, as in the ase of natural language or spee h appli ations. A promising approa h
to learning DFAs from simple positive examples has
been re ently proposed (Denis, in press), but real data
is also generally noisy, either be ause of trans ription
errors or, for instan e, be ause the data itself does
not onsistently follow a formal syntax. One response
is to learn probabilisti deterministi nite automata
(PDFAs). One possible approa h to learning PDFAs
onsists of redu ing the lass of ma hines of interest to
dis rete Markov models, also known as N-grams in this
ontext. Several extensions to variable order Markov
models have also been proposed (Ron et al., 1994; Saul
& Pereira, 1997). All these models, however, form a
proper sub lass of PDFAs in whi h the maximal order
of dependen e between several symbols in a sequen e
is bounded. The general goal of the work presented
here is to be able to avoid this restri tion and to learn
the entire lass of PDFAs.
Several inferen e algorithms for probabilisti automata
have been proposed (Rulot & Vidal, 1988; Carras o &
On ina, 1994; Ron et al., 1995) but only Carras o
and On ina's ALERGIA algorithm, a sto hasti extension of the RPNI algorithm, is free from the restri tion to the learning of a y li automata (Carras o
& On ina, 1994; Carras o & On ina, 1999). This algorithm has been applied to information extra tion from
text (Freitag, 1997) or stru tured do uments (YoungLai & Tompa, in press) and spee h language modeling (Dupont & Chase, 1998). A detailed presentation of the ALERGIA algorithm is given in se tion 3.
The generalization operation of this algorithm is lo al

in the sense that pair of states will be merged if the
probabilisti languages asso iated to their suxes are
lose enough. This hara teristi leads to the on lusion that, in the ontext of the ALERGIA algorithm,
there is no expli it way to bound the divergen e between the distribution dened by the solution and the
training set distribution (that is, to ontrol globally
the generalization from the training sample).
We propose in se tion 4 an alternative approa h, the
MDI algorithm, for whi h the solution is a probabilisti
automaton that trades o minimal divergen e from the
training sample and minimal size. An e ient omputation of the Kullba k-Leibler divergen e between two
probabilisti DFAs is des ribed in se tion 4.1. The
new learning riterion is then detailed in se tion 4.2
Empiri al results in the domain of language model onstru tion for a travel information task are presented in
se tion 5. They show that the MDI algorithm signiantly outperforms ALERGIA on this task.
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to model. Let P T A I+ denote the prex tree a eptor
built from a positive sample I+ . The prex tree a eptor is an automaton that only a epts the strings in
the sample and in whi h ommon prexes are merged
together resulting in a tree shaped automaton. Let
P P T A I+ denote the probabilisti prex tree a eptor. It is the probabilisti extension of the P T A I+
in whi h ea h transition has a probability proportional
to the number of times it is used while generating, or
equivalently parsing, the positive sample. Let C q
denote the ount of state q , that is, the number of
times the state q was used while generating I+ from
P P T A I+ . Let C q; denote the number of times a
string of I+ ended on q . Let C q; a denote the ount of
the transition q; a in P P T A I+ . The P P T A I+ is
the maximal likelihood estimate built from I+ . In parti ular, for P P T A I+ the probability estimates are
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2.1 Quotient Automata and Inferen e Sear h
Spa e

2. Preliminaries
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A probabilisti DFA (PDFA) is a 5-tuple Q; ; Æ; q0 ;
in whi h Q is a nite set of states, is a nite alphabet,
Æ is a transition fun tion, i.e. a mapping from Qx to
Q, q0 is the initial state, is the next symbol probability fun tion, i.e. a mapping from Qx [ f g to ; .
A spe ial symbol , not belonging to the alphabet ,
denotes the end of string symbol. Hen e q;
represents the probability of ending the generation pro ess
in state q . The probability fun tion must satisfy the
following onstraints:
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The probabilisti automaton A= denotes the automaton derived from the probabilisti automaton A with
respe t to the partition  of Q, also alled the quotient
automaton A= . It is obtained by merging states of A
belonging to the same subset B in  . When q results
from the merging of the states q 0 and q 00 , the following
equality must hold
C (q0 ;a)+C (q00 ;a) ; 8a 2 [ f g
q; a
C (q0 )+C (q00 )
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Let I+ denote a positive sample, i.e. a set of strings
belonging to the probabilisti language we are trying
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Our denition of probabilisti automaton is equivalent
to a sto hasti deterministi
P regular grammar used as a
string generator. Thus, x2 PA x
. Note that
some work on the learning of dis rete P
distributions uses
,
distributions dened on n (that is x2n P x
for any n  ), instead of  .
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The probability PA x of generating a string x
x1 : : : xn from a PDFA A
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Figure 1.
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A prex tree a eptor (a) and a quotient automa-
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Let Lat P P T A I+ denote the latti e of automata
whi h an be derived from P P T A I+ . This latti e is
the set of all possible quotient automata of P P T A I+ ,
that is, the set of all probabilisti automata that an
be derived from P P T A I+ by merging some states.
It denes the sear h spa e of all possible PDFAs that
an generalize the training sample (Dupont et al.,
1994). Figure 1 shows a prex tree a eptor built from
the sample I+
fa; bb; bba; baab; baaabag (probabilities are omitted here for larity) and a quotient automaton P P T A I+ = orresponding to the partition
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 = ff0; 1; 3; 5; 7; 10g; f2; 8; 9g; f4g; f6gg.

Ea h subset
of the partition represents a set of merged states and
is denoted by its state of minimal rank.
2.2 Kullba k-Leibler Divergen e
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Let A
Q; ; Æ; q0; and A0
Q0 ; ; Æ0 ; q00 ; 0
be two PDFAs. Then D PA k PA0 denotes the
Kullba k-Leibler divergen e or relative entropy (Cover
& Thomas, 1991).
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= D(A k A0 ) =
D(PA k PA0 ) notation

P (x)
PA (x) log A0
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X

The divergen e an be interpreted as the additional
number of bits needed to en ode data generated from
PA when the optimal ode is hosen a ording to PA0
instead of PA .
The divergen e between two PDFAs an be de omposed over all pairs of transitions as follows (Carras o,
1997) :

D(AjjA0 ) =

X

X X

qi 2Q qj0 2Q0 a2[f#g

(qi ; a) log 0((qqi0;;aa))
j

ij
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In equation (1), ij denotes the probability mass in A
of the set Lij of prexes ommon to state qi in A and
qj in A0 . In general, the divergen e be omes innite
as soon as there is one symbol a su h that qi ; a 6
and 0 qj ; a
. As detailed in se tion 4.1, this will
never happen when the divergen e between one PDFA
and one of its quotient automata is onsidered.
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3. PDFA Inferen e and the ALERGIA
Algorithm

Algorithm 1 depi ts in pseudo ode the ALERGIA algorithm (Carras o & On ina, 1994). It performs an
ordered sear h in the latti e Lat P P T A I+ whi h,
as des ribed above, is the set of quotient automata of
P P T A I+ . This ordered sear h an be des ribed as
follows.
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By onstru tion, ea h of the states of P P T A I+ orresponds to a unique prex. The prexes may be
sorted a ording to the standard order < on strings1 .
This order also applies to the prex tree states. A
partition in the state set of the P P T A I+ onsists
of an ordered set of subsets, ea h subset re eiving the
rank of its state of minimal rank. The ALERGIA algorithm pro eeds in N
steps, where N O kI+ k is
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A ording to the standard order, the rst strings on
the alphabet  = fa; bg are  < a < b < aa < ab < ba <

bb < aaa < : : :

( )

()

the number of states of P P T A I+ : The partition  i
at step i, that is, the quotient automaton obtained
at step i, is obtained by merging the two rst subsets, a ording to the standard order, of the partition
i
at step i
su h that P P T A I+ = i is a
ompatible automaton. An automaton is ompatible if
it is obtained from another ompatible automaton by
a ompatible merging. A ompatible merging of two
states means that the probability of any of their sufxes are similar within a ertain threshold denoted A .
The formal denition of this ompatibility measure is
given below.

( 1)

1

Algorithm 1

input

( ) ()

ALERGIA.

I+

// A positive sample
// A pre ision parameter

A

output
a PDFA

// A probabilisti DFA

begin
// N is the number of states of P P T A(I+)
// One subset for ea h prex in the order <



ff0g; f1g; : : : ; fN 1gg A P P T A(I+)

// Loop on the subsets of partition 
for i = 1 to j j 1
// Loop on the subsets of lower rank
for j = 0 to i 1
// Merging of subset Bi and subset Bj
if ompatible (i; j; A ) then
  nfBj ; Bi g [ fBi [ Bj g
A= derive (A;  )
 determ_merge (A= )
0

0

0

00

A


0

A=


00

00

// Break j loop

break
end if
end for
end for
return A
end ALERGIA

// End j loop
//End i loop

The fun tion derive (A;  0 ) returns the quotient automaton A with respe t to partition  0 . The automaton A= 0 may be non-deterministi . The fun tion determ_merge (A= 0 ) returns the partition  00 obtained
by re ursively merging all subsets of  0 that reate a
non-determinism. If A= 0 is deterministi , the partition  00 is equal to partition  0 .
The fun tion ompatible (i; j; A ) ontrols the merging of states. It returns true if the states i and
j are ompatible within the pre ision dened by the
parameter A and false otherwise. The ompatibility measure derives from the Hoeding bound (Hoeding, 1963). Formally, two states q1 and q2 are
A - ompatible ( < A  ) if the two following on-
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Condition (2.1) denes the ompatibility between ea h
pair of transitions outgoing respe tively from state q1
and q2 . Condition (2.2) requires the ompatibility to
be re ursively satised for every pair of su esors of
these states2 .

a

b
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We argue here that the ompatibility measure an be
improved. Indeed this measure is only based on distan es between suxes (down to the prex tree leaves
be ause of the re ursive ondition (2.2)) of the two
andidate states. In parti ular, it is independent of
the probability mass asso iated to the prexes of these
states. In other words, pairs of states with an assoiated ount that is too low, will always be onsidered ompatible, resulting in inappropriate mergings.
This was observed experimentally by Young-Lai and
Tompa (in press) who introdu ed some renements to
this ompatibility measure.
Another related problem omes from the fa t that
there is no expli it way to bound the divergen e between the training sample distribution and the distribution asso iated to the PDFA obtained after merging.
2

If one su esor state is undened, as the transition
fun tion Æ is partial, its asso iated ounts are set to zero.
In this ase, ondition (2.1) an be omputed, assuming
0
0 =3 0.
Probabilities are left out to make the gure more readable.
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The two main features of the ALERGIA algorithm are
(1) the order in whi h andidate states for merging are
tried and (2) the ompatibility measure between two
states. The relevan e of this merging order is explained
in detail in Carras o and On ina (1999).

9

Merging of 8 and 4.

a

Figure 2 depi ts one step of the ALERGIA algorithm.
We assume that the quotient automaton at step i is
represented at the top of this gure3 and that states 5
and 2 satisfy the ompatibility measure. States and
are then merged resulting in a new quotient automaton
whi h, in this ase, is non-deterministi . Subsequent
merging steps are then performed to eliminate nondeterminism. This results in the automaton depi ted
at the bottom of the gure.
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One step of the ALERGIA algorithm.

In other words, there is no way to globally ontrol the
generalization from the training sample. This observation leads to a new ompatibility measure detailed
in se tion 4.2 and the asso iated learning algorithm
des ribed in se tion 4.3.
4. MDI Algorithm

We present here the Minimal Divergen e Inferen e
(MDI) algorithm, whi h aims at indu ing PDFAs while
trading o minimal divergen e from the training sample distribution and minimal size. This algorithm
an be onsidered as a new formalization of Stol ke's
(1994) Bayesian learning method. Indeed a possible
solution with null divergen e is the prex tree a eptor P P T A I+ itself. It is also the maximal likelihood estimate built from the training sample. On the
other hand, favoring small automata, or equivalently
automata derived from P P T A I+ with a large number of mergings, denes a prior probability proportional to the solution size. Trading o both ee ts is
thus equivalent to maximizing the posterior probability of the model given the training data.
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( )

Apart from a lear interpretation in terms of KL di-

vergen e, the main advan e over Stol ke's work is the
redu ed omplexity of the MDI algorithm. As detailed
in se tion 4.3, the total number of andidates for merging whi h are evaluated is O N 2 , where N denotes
the size of P P T A I+ . The greedy sear h proposed
by Stol ke requires the same omplexity at ea h step
of the inferen e, resulting in an overall omplexity of
O N 3 . All experiments reported in Stolke (1994), inluding those with additional heuristi s to speed up
the sear h, only deal with very small problems (alphabets ontaining a few symbols, training sample ontaining typi ally less than 100 strings). Experiments
reported in se tion 5.2 deal with signi antly larger
problems and never took more than a few hours of
CPU time on a personal omputer.
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Algorithm 2

input

MDI.

I+

// A positive sample
// A pre ision parameter

M

output
a PDFA

// A probabilisti DFA

begin
// N is the number of states of P P T A(I+)
// One subset for ea h prex in the order <



ff0g; f1g; : : : ; fN 1gg A P P T A(I+)

// Loop on the subsets of partition 
for i = 1 to j j 1
// Loop on the subsets of lower rank
for j = 0 to i 1
// Merging of subset Bi and subset Bj
  nfBj ; Bi g [ fBi [ Bj g
A= derive (A;  )
 determ_merge (A= )
// Compute the size dieren e
0

0

4.1 Computation of the KL Divergen e
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)
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= =( 

Let A0
Q0 ; ; Æ0 ; q00 ; 0 be the probabilisti prex
tree a eptor P P T A I+ built from a positive sample
I+ and A0 =01 A1
Q1 ; ; Æ1 ; q01 ; 1 , a quotient
automaton of A0 . By denition of a quotient automaton (see se tion 2.1), ea h state qi in A0 exa tly or-

=4

)

( )

B01 qi in A1 . In other
responds to one state qi
words, B01 qi denotes the subset of the partition 01
to whi h the state qi belongs.

( )

0

00

The set Lij of ommon prexes to state qi in A0 and
any state of A1 is ne essarily empty for all states but
qi . Thus the probability mass ij asso iated with Lij is
4 denote this probability
zero for all j but i. Let i
ii
mass. Moreover, as A0 is a tree, there is only one prex
for ea h state qi and i simply denotes the probability
of rea hing qi from the tree root.

=

0

(jAj jA= j)

nmerge

00

// Conrm merging if ompatible
if ompatible (;  ; M ; nmerge) then
00

A


A=


00

00

// Break j loop

break
end if
end for
end for
return A
end MDI

// End j loop
//End i loop

the set of states in
derive A2 from A1 .

A0

whi h have been merged to

4.2 MDI Compatibility Criterion

Assume A1 is a temporary solution of a PDFA inferen e algorithm and A2 is a tentative new solution derived from A1 .
A1 ; A2
D A0 jjA2 D A0 jjA1
denotes the divergen e in rement while going from A1
to A2 . The new solution A2 is onsidered to be omP
P
patible with the training data if the divergen e in reH A0
i 0 qi ; a
1 qi ; a
ment
relative to the size redu tion, that is, the redu qi 2Q0 a2[f#g
tion of the number of states, is small enough. For(3)
mally, let M denote a ompatibility threshold. The
where H A0 denotes the entropy of A0 . The diompatibility is satised if:
vergen e D A0 jjA1 is always nite in this ase as
if 0 qi ; a 6
. Let A2
A1 =12 be
1 qi ; a 6
A1 ; A 2
< M
(5)
a quotient automaton of A1 . By onstru tion, A2 is
These properties lead to a simplied version of equation (1) to ompute the divergen e between A0 and
A1 :
P
P
0 (qi ;a)
D A0 jjA1
i 0 qi ; a
1 (qi ;a)
qi 2Q0 a2[f#g

(
=
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(
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)=0

( ) log
( ) log (
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(
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also a quotient automaton of A0 for some partition 02 .
Thus the divergen e D A0 jjA2 an be in rementally
omputed as follows:
D A0 jjA2
D A0 jjA1
(4)

(

(

)

) = (
)
1 (qi ; a)
+ P P
i 0 (qi ; a) log
2 (qi ; a)
qi 2Q012 a2[f#g
where Q012 = fqi 2 Q0 jB01 (qi ) 6= B02 (qi )g denotes

(

)

jA1 j jA2 j

4.3 Des ription of the MDI Algorithm

Algorithm 2 depi ts in pseudo ode the MDI algorithm.
It follows the same sear h order as the ALERGIA algorithm. The value of nmerge in the inner loop on j gives
the redu tion of automaton size while deriving A= 00
from A. The fun tion ompatible (;  00 ; M ; nmerge)

implements the riterion (5). It returns true if this
ompatibility measure falls below the threshold M
and false otherwise. All other fun tions are identi al
to those des ribed in se tion 3. The overall omplexity of this algorithm, evaluated as the number of state
pairs whi h are onsidered for merging, is O N 2 where
N denotes the size of P P T A I+ .
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( )

5. Experiments

Evaluation of non-probabilisti inferen e methods is
usually based on orre t lassi ation rates of new positive and negative data (Lang et al., 1998). In the ase
of PDFA inferen e, alternative measures are possible,
sin e the problem is often stated as estimating a probability distribution over the set of possible strings.
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The quality of the PDFA A
Q; ; Æ; q0; is measured by the per symbol log-likelihood of strings x belonging to a test sample a ording to the distribution
dened by the solution PA x omputed on a test sample S :
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0

LL =

(
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jxj
jSj X
X

kS k j=1 i=1

1

log P (xji jqi )A

)

where P xji jq i denotes the probability of generating
xji , the i-th symbol of the j -th string in S , given that
the generation pro ess was in state q i . This average
log-likelihood is also related to the KL divergen e between an unknown target distribution and the proposed solution by onsidering the test sample as the
empiri al estimate of the unknown distribution.
The test sample perplexity P P is most ommonly used
for evaluating language models of spee h appli ations.
LL. The minimal perplexity
It is given by P P
4
PP
is rea hed when the next symbol xji is always
predi ted with probability from the urrent state q i
) while P P
j j orresponds to
(i.e. P xji jq i
random guessing from an alphabet of size j j.

=1
(

=2

)=1

1

= 



In order to guarantee that the probability of predi ting any symbol from any given state is always
stri tly positive, the PDFA must be smoothed. We
use here linear interpolation with a unigram model5
P1 xi
C xi =T where C xi denotes the ount of
symbol xi in a training sample of T symbols:

( )= ( )

P (xi jqi ) =

( )

(qi ; xi ) + (1

)P1 (xi )

This smoothing te hnique is very rudimentary but, be4

Su h a perfe tly informed model annot be onstru ted
in general.
5
If some alphabet symbol never o urs in the training
sample, the unigram model itself needs to be smoothed.

ause it is so simple, it best ree ts the quality of the
PDFA itself.
Se tion 5.1 explains how the learning data is split into
three sets. PDFA inferen e with the ALERGIA and
MDI algorithms is performed on the training sample.
The ompatibility threshold A and M , and optimal
interpolation oe ients 's are adjusted in order to
minimize the perplexity on a separate validation set.
Finally the performan e of both algorithms is assessed
on an independent test set.
5.1 The ATIS task

The Air Travel Information System (ATIS) orpus (Hirs hman, 1992) was developed under a DARPA
spee h and natural language program that fo ussed on
developing language interfa es to information retrieval
systems. The orpus onsists of speakers of Ameri an
English making information requests su h as,
Uh, I'd like to go from, uh, Pittsburgh to Boston next
Tuesday, no wait, Wednesday .

We use the ATIS-2 sub- orpus in the experiments reported here. This portion of the orpus was developed under Wizard-of-Oz onditions in whi h a human
being se retly repla ed the spee h re ognition omponent of an otherwise fully automated dialogue system.
The ATIS-2 olle tion is o ially dened as ontaining
a training set and two evaluation sets. The training
set ontains 13,044 utteran es (130,773 tokens). The
vo abulary ontains 1,294 words. We used the rst
evaluation set (Feb92, 974 utteran es, 10636 tokens)
together with the training set to randomly generate 10
independent data sets. The rst 90 % were used for
PDFA inferen e and the last 10 % were used as validation sets to tune our free parameters ( A ; M ; 0 s).
The se ond evaluation set (Nov92, 1001 utteran es,
11703 tokens) was used as our independent test set.
In the ontext of these experiments, alphabet symbols
represent words from the ATIS vo abulary and strings
represent utteran es.
5.2 Results

Figure 3 reports the average perplexity obtained with
ALERGIA and MDI over 10 independent validation
sets as a fun tion of the number of strings in the
training sets. In ea h ase, the value of the free
parameters was adjusted to minimize the perplexity.
The optimal value A is approximately 0.25 in all
3 for small
ases while optimal M ranges from :
4
samples (|S|=1000) down to :
for large samples
(|S|=12000). With 's being set to their optimal values, less than 2% relative perplexity dieren e is ob-

3 10

2 10

served while hanging the interpolation parameter
in the range : ; : . This illustrates the robustness
of the smoothing me hanism with respe t to this parameter.
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Figure 3.

Learning urves: ALERGIA vs MDI.

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained on the independent test set for dierent models. The 1-gram
model denotes the unigram whi h was interpolated
with the PDFAs obtained with ALERGIA and MDI.
The 3-gram (1) model denotes a trigram smoothed
with the same te hnique. The 3-gram (2) model is
smoothed with ba k-o to lower order estimates (Katz,
1987) with modied ba k-o distributions as proposed
by Kneser and Ney (1995). The se ond olumn reports
the test set perplexity. It shows that MDI signi antly
outperforms ALERGIA and is slightly better than a
3-gram using the same smoothing me hanism. The
dramati perplexity redu tion obtained with ba k-o
models indi ates that more sophisti ated smoothing
te hnique for PDFAs are required. Preliminary results
show that interpolating about 10 dierent PDFAs obtained with various M gives a test set perplexity of
41.
Table 1.

Model
1-gram
ALERGIA
MDI
3-gram (1)
3-gram (2)

Independent test set results
PP
148
71
56
59
14

# param
1163
13468
8981
30813
45224

% parsed
100%
53%
62%
31%
31%

The third olumn in table 1 reports the number of estimated parameters.6 The last olumn gives a generalization measure omputed as the number of strings
a epted without smoothing by the various models.
It shows that MDI oers a better generalization than
ALERGIA. Note that a unigram model gives a perfe t
generalization a ording to this riterion at the ost of
a mu h higher perplexity.
6
This gure orresponds to the number of transitions
for PDFAs and the number of non-zero ounts for N-gram
models. When a given model ombines several models using either interpolation or ba k-o, the total number of
parameters is reported.

6. Dis ussion

In this paper we study the problem of PDFA inferen e
from a positive sample of an unknown sto hasti language. Several approa hes to this problem have been
proposed, among whi h the ALERGIA algorithm and
its variants are most su essful (Carras o & On ina,
1994; Young-Lai & Tompa, in press). We argue that
its generalization riterion, a state merging operation,
an be signi antly improved as it does not globally
ontrol the level of generalization from the learning
sample. We propose an alternative approa h, the MDI
algorithm, whi h relies on a new formalization of Stolke's (1994) Bayesian learning method. In parti ular, the MDI algorithm aims at indu ing a PDFA that
trades o minimal divergen e from the training sample
and minimal size. Empiri al results in the domain of
language model onstru tion for a travel information
task show that the MDI algorithm oers a 21% test
set perplexity redu tion as ompared with ALERGIA.
Several heuristi s have been proposed for improving
the quality of DFA inferen e to over ome the la k of
learning data (Lang et al., 1998; Juillé & Polla k,
1998). Even though PDFA inferen e is a distin t problem, as it not only requires inferen e of the DFA stru ture but also orre t estimation of its probabilities, it
would be worth investigating whether these heuristi s
would be useful in onjun tion with the MDI algorithm.
We believe that improved smoothing te hniques is a
key issue in applying PDFA inferen e methods on real
data. The smoothing me hanism detailed in se tion 5
is parti ularly simple. Clustering alphabet symbols
before PDFA inferen e was shown to redu e perplexity on new data (Dupont & Chase, 1998). Ba k-o
smoothing is a very powerful te hnique to improve the
perplexity obtained with N-gram models. Adaptation
of this smoothing te hnique to PDFAs that annot be
redu ed to N-grams is one of our major resear h goals.
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